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Integration is frozen within the 0 result simulation during LME so that the state derivatives are not allowed to propagate.
A schematic of this process is shown in figure 1. 
C
The output of LME is the state-space model as well as information X describing the linearity of each coefficient.
Model Definition
AThe input to the model was elevator position and the outputs were pitch rate and normal acceleration. 
The contribution of each mode to the overall frequency response is calculated.
The modes with the Figure 4 Schematic of Simulation highest contribution are retained, Process the others are truncated. The process is the same for a sum of inputs 1 and 2 had a frequency sines input, except that only resolution of 0.02 radians per discrete frequencies are contained second. in the signal. Therefore, the simulation output contained spectral The frequencies used in the input information only at the discrete signals were selected to be frequencies included in the input. A approximately evenly spaced on a frequency bookkeeping was maintained logarithmic scale over the frequency when processing the data to insure range. However, not quite enough low that only the discrete frequencies frequencies were available in the contained in the input were used to frequency vector, and the resulting calculate the resulting frequency signals were slightly more heavily responses. concentrated at higher frequencies.
The ub, wb, ax, az, qb, and 8, time
After the sine waves were summed, histories from simulation runs 1 and the signals were zero padded at the 2 were concatenated, and the data beginning and end to create a total was detrended to remove the bias and length of 10,000 points. The zero linear drift. The concatenated data padding added reference flight data was windowed with two nonto the beginning and end of the overlapping 10,000 point rectangular simulation output.
windows. Large window sizes give better low frequency resolution, and Finally, the signals were small window sizes average the data appropriately scaled and biased for to reduce high frequency noise. the reference longitudinal stick Since the simulation time history position. The resulting signals are data contained essentially no shown in Figure 5 .
Notice from the noise, minimal averaging was power spectral densities the even necessary. power content at the discrete frequencies contained in the inputs.
The chirp z-transform was-used to simulation Run process the time history data. This advanced Fourier transform provided a much finer frequency resolution The V-22 simulation was initialized than the standard fast Fourier to the level flight, steady state transform. The frequency resolution reference condition, and the of the chirp z-transform is longitudinal stick inputs shown in determined from the following Figure Once the data is transformed to the frequency domain, the input power The frequency bookkeeping maintained spectral density, the output power when calculating the frequency spectral density, and the inputresponses for the concatenated data output cross spectral density were produced magnitude, phase and estimated from: coherence data at 90 discrete frequencies. The data were slightly IX(W) i2 more heavily concentrated at higher The short period and phugoid modes The state-space models extracted of each of the models were compared using the perturbation and frequency by calculating the undamped natural response methods were both verified frequency and damping ratio of the against a time history response from two modes from the eigenvalues of the non-linear simulation. The the system matrices. When the frequency response of large systems is desired, the frequency method should provide the most efficient solution.
